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Research design 

 Research goal: to create new knowledge about how students learn to 

write mathematically in the subject of mathematics 

 

 Theoretical framing: Sociocultural perspective (Vygotsky, 1986; 

Wertsch, 1998), Text as utterance (Bakhtin, 1986;  Ongstad, 2006), Writing 

as a social practice (e.g., Barton, 1994;  Prior, 1998, 2006) 

 

 Longitudinal (quasi)ethnographic case study 

 2. design: 2 classes, 4 focal students (grade 11-13) from 2 different 

upper secondary schools in ‘3’ school years 

 Htx-class (the technical upper secondary school) 

 Stx-class (the general upper secondary school) 

 

 Data: Field notes from participant observation,  audio taped interviews 

with students and teachers, Collection af written artifacts such as prompts, 

students texts, notes produced in the classroom etc., field notes on 

research process 
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Identifying characteristics of  

the two studied mathematical writing cultures 

 
 First round of analysis 

 Goal: to identify phenomena that from a student perspective seem to 

be characteristic of the writing cultures in the subject of mathematics 

in upper secondary education 

 Thematic analysis of interviews, classroom observations, written 

artifacts, and curricular documents 

 

 Findings 

1. New (non-traditional) task genres 

2. Extensive use of natural language in mathematical writing 

3. The use of computers as a medium for writing 

 

 Second round of analysis 

 Detailed studies of 1., 2., and 3. 
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The use of computers as a medium for writing 

in the subject of mathematics 

”At most levels in mathematics education computers are only rarely used for writing: 

Computers are most often used as advanced calculators.”   

                Misfeldt (2006) 

 

 Scientific technologies and organizational technologies (O’Halloran, 2009) 

 

 Examples of scientific technologies (software used by the students in the 

classrooms) 

 TI-Nspire CAS, Maple (Computer Algebra Systems) 

 MS-Word,  MS-Equation, MS-Paint & Graph, 

 

 How are scientific technologies used as medium for mathematical writing in the 

two classrooms and by the four students in their written mathematical texts? And 

what seems to be the consequences? 
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Use of scientific technologies for mathematical writing 

in the two classrooms 
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Stx-class (general) Htx-class  (technical) 

Uniform instructionally transformed 

subject writing culture 

Changing instructionally transformed 

subject writing culture 

Homogeneous use of scientific 

technologies among students in the 

class 

Diverse use of scientific technologies 

among students in the class 

Scientific technologies for writing are 

often adressed explicitly in the 

classroom 

Scientific technologies for writing are 

infrequently adressed explicitly in the 

classroom 

Regularly scientific technologies are 

used as writing tools by the students 

and the teacher in the classroom 

 Scientific technologies are rarely used 

as writing tools by the students and the 

teacher in the classroom 



The focal students’ use of scientific technologies  

in their mathematical texts 

Anna Jacob 

Stx1gMat2 MS-Word No use of computer 

Stx1gMat6  

TI-Nspire CAS 
Stx2gMat6 

Stx3gMat9 

Stx3gExam (pen and paper) + TI-Nspire CAS 
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Christopher Nicholas 

Htx1gMat3 MS-Word, MS-Equation MS-Word, MS-Equation 

Htx1gMat5 MS-Word, MS-Equation MS-Word, MS-Equation, Graph 

Htx2gMat9 MS-Word, MS-Equation,Graph, 

Maple 

MS-Word, MS-Equation, Graph, Maple 

Htx3gMat5 MS-Word, MS-Equation, Graph,   

MS-Paint 

MS-Word, MS-Equation, Graph, Maple, 

MS-Paint 

Htx3gExam MS-Word, MS-Equation, Graph,   

MS-Paint 

MS-Word, MS-Equation, Graph, Maple, 

MS-Paint 



Student written mathematical texts: Aspects of form 

 Anna and Jacob (Stx-class) 

 Continuity in composition during the three years 

 

 Christopher and Nicholas (Htx-class) 

 Variying composition during the three years 

 

Interviewer:  What about layout? Do you have any idea about how she (the 

  mathematics teacher)values  that? I should add, that I don’t know 

  myself … 

Jacob:   No, no…I don’t know exactly. Well, I don’t know how important 

  layout is in mathematics and in math assignments. Well, I don’t 

  think she notices that at all actually. And it’s pretty much fixed. 

  We write in a program. In Inspire it just all come out in the in 

  that particular order, language and graph for example. 

      Interview 3 with Jacob, March 2012 
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Student written mathematical texts: Aspects of content 

Copy-pasting 
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Student written mathematical texts: Aspects of content 

CAS-notation 
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Interviewer:  Has bringing in Maple changed the way you write in the subject 

  of mathematics? 

Nicholas:   Yes it has … but in what way? 

Interviewer:  Well, it has provided opportunities to draw different things? 

Nicholas:   Yes, but besides the drawings, I think that one of the first things 

  that happened was that things got more implicit. Then we just 

  calculate it using Maple, and we do that because our reader 

  already know why we do that. And there were fewer steps in the 

  calculations, because okay, TI89 (a hand-held calculator) could 

  only give me the result. When using maple I can just copy the 

  command I write and the answer I get. 

 

               Interview 10 with Nicholas, May 2012 
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Student mathematical texts:  Aspects of use 

 

 MS-Word (MS-Equation) is a real time-consumer when used for 

mathemaitcal writing 

 Consequences for daily writing practices (e.g. writing drafts) 

 Consequences for written examinations 

 

 

 ’Free’ choice of tools for writing (or not) 

 Different possibilities of adressing the tools for writing in the 

classroom 

 Freedom for development vs Security for the struggling student 

 Economical aspects of ’free’ choice 
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Concluding remarks 

 The use of scientific technologies  for writing is an important aspect of students’  

writing development in the subject of mathematics in upper secondary education 

 

 Various ways of using scientific technologies for writing in the subject of 

mathematics implies that writing development involves various writing practices 

 

 Writing development and writing cultures are co-constructed and negotiated in an 

interplay between students, teachers AND scientific technologies 

 

 The future (is here): digital written examinations and access to internet at written 

examinations in the subject of mathematics in upper secondary education 

 

 Different scientific technologies enhance the use of different semiotic ressources 

with different affordances for expressing mathematical meaning 

 

 Are scientific technologies - fundamentally - changing the way - some or all - 

students write – and think – in the subject of mathematics? 
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